Preparing Educators for Inclusive Bilingual Education: A Boundary Crossing Laboratory Between Professional Groups
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Teacher education programs prepare candidates for bilingual, English as a second language, or special education as separate professionals. This creates challenges when teaching bilingual children with disabilities. There is a need to cross boundaries combining expertise and preparing teachers for children’s uniqueness. Responding to this need, the researchers organized a change laboratory with 14 professors and two State Department of Education consultants. The study explored boundary expressions and their relationship to the larger activity. It also looked at the learning that took place during boundary crossing efforts. Boundaries were identified around bilingual teacher preparation, cross-disciplinary programmatic, and paradigmatic aspects. While boundary crossing at the intrapersonal level and at the interpersonal level were important, the need to engage multiple institutions was centered. In addition, the discussion manifested that for inclusive bilingual education teacher preparation, there was a need to go beyond the institutional level to reach to policy makers and address the sociopolitical resistance against bilingual education. Throughout the study, participants engaged primarily in the epistemic learning actions of analyzing and modeling. Through volitional actions, the participants realized a renewed object for their activity. This study widens the understanding of possibilities for taking shared educational responsibility through boundary crossing between professionals in preparation programs.
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**Introduction**

Teaching and learning with children who experience the intersection of multiple layers of difference requires knowledge and services involving multiple areas in education such as bilingual education (BE), English as a second language (ESL) or teaching English to speakers of other languages (TESOL), and special education. While these areas are distinct in many ways, they are all impacted by deficit perspectives invading the education...
of bilingual children, and their disproportionate representation in the high frequent disability categories [13].

This study consists of an exploration of pathways to prepare teachers to work more comprehensively with bilingual children, who are referred to as English language learners or ELLs. As a result of lack of inclusive designs but also a dearth of teacher preparation programs focusing on this intersection, bilingual children with disabilities are often forced to choose between their bilingual and their disability learning identities [11]. To address these issues, researchers explain, “a strong collaborative model in which professionals with expertise in different areas come together to solve a problem” is needed but still lacking [7, p. vi].

Reporting on the efforts of a group of university faculty to embark in boundary crossing across fields to prepare teachers for inclusive bilingual education, this study addresses two questions:

1) What boundaries surface discursively during interdisciplinary work involving higher education professors and where are these boundaries located in relation to the larger activity elements and levels at which the efforts are nested?
2) What kinds of epistemic learning actions for productive boundary crossing emerge in this context?

Theoretical Framework

This study draws from third-generation Cultural Historical Activity Theory [CHAT; 6], which is built on Vygotsky’s artifact-mediated learning [16]. Artifacts, as well as other elements such as division of labor, community, or the activity rules are all part of a person’s activity system. As people engage in collective activity, tensions surface and participants enact agency, creating new ways of engaging in collaborative activity, a process described as expansive learning [4]. Expansive learning is characterized by seven epistemic learning actions: (1) Questioning (criticizing or rejecting existing practices or knowledge); (2) Analyzing (exploring causes and explanations for its roots and development—historical-genetic; or for its internal systematized relations—actual-empirical); (3) Modeling the new solution (a simplified model of a new idea offering a breakthrough to tensions); (4) Examining the model; (5) Implementing the model; (6) Reflecting on and evaluating the process; and (7) consolidating into a stable new way of engaging in practice [5, pp. 383—384]. These actions are often used in cycles of collaborative work where there is a shared object to make learning apparent [7]. For this study, the evolving object was to prepare teachers to address the needs of bilingual children with and without disabilities.

Defining Boundaries

Boundaries refer to discontinuities and separation between the inside and outside of a community [14]. According to CHAT, boundaries are potential sources for learning as participants who work together toward a shared object engage in boundary crossing efforts [4]. The transfer of knowledge across boundaries is complex and requires developing common meanings and transformation of knowledge [14]. That is, knowledge sharing involves collective creative actions leading to “incremental change and the improvement of future outcomes of activities” [10, p. 117]. In this experience, we use the concept of boundaries as those temporal and spatial emerging locations of change, which can trigger learning and development [9].

Studying Boundary Crossing

Studies looking at the process through which boundaries appear showed that participants might indirectly express boundaries through discursive means [8;9]. Expressions can act as landmarks of boundaries in collaborative work across systems [8]. It is important to also connect the discursive landmarks of boundary expressions to the larger activity through its elements to establish the connection [8].

Boundary crossing has been studied along four learning mechanisms [1;2]: (1) Identification: (Re)defining the way in which the intersecting practices are different from one another; (2) Coordination: Means and procedures sought to assist in different elements working together; (3) Reflection: Mutually describing the involved practices and willingness to employ others’ perspectives; And (4) transformation: Change materializes in the existing practices. These different mechanisms could be studied together with three levels of interaction: The institutional level (crossing actions originated in from multiple organizations), the interpersonal level (crossing actions between groups across systems), and the intrapersonal level (crossing actions initiated by people in intersecting practices) [1, pp. 247—248].

Expansive Learning and Mechanisms of Boundary Crossing

When the collaborative effort in expansive learning aims to promote boundary crossing, then arising tensions center on surfacing the boundaries and taking action to cross them, creating new ways of working together. The epistemic actions that describe learning during expansive learning cycles [5] can hence be connected to those used in defining boundary crossing learning mechanisms [1], generating a hybrid analytical tool.

As illustrated in fig. 1, the epistemic actions of questioning and analysis match the mechanism of identification in boundary crossing as here the boundary is identified and merely redefined. The learning action of modeling connects with the mechanisms of coordination and reflection where others’ perspectives are considered, and bidirectional boundary crossing is facilitated. Lastly, the learning action of examining and testing correspond to the mechanism of transformation as new in-between practices are designed.

Methods

This study is rooted in the “boundary crossing change laboratory” [CL; 8;9]. Boundary crossing CL focuses “on
developing collaboration and communication between two interlinked activities that are serving the same clients or realize parts of a broader object” [15, p. 190]. In a sense, the participants engage in collaborative work co-constructing their shared object through boundary crossing. Learning in this boundary crossing CL occurs through the collaboration at the junction of different activity systems when meaning making and transformation of practices take place and participants address and cross existing boundaries [1;4]. Researchers facilitate CL sessions through initial ethnographic work used as mirror material [16] to surface boundaries and promote the participants' learning.

Participants and Context

The study took place in a university located in the Northeast of the U.S. Angela, a faculty member at this university, taught courses addressing bilingual education in the department of special education and reading. Angela invited Patricia, who works in a different university, to facilitate the CL experience with her, and collected the initial ethnographic data. After implementing the first three sessions together, Angela continued the process for three additional one-hour meetings.

Fourteen professors representing different relevant fields participated in this research experience and two state representatives joined the CL on Day 3. Fig. 2 shows the university departments/programs and tab. shows participants' pseudonyms, and their departments or positions.

Positionality

Angela was born and raised in Colombia and Patricia in Spain, and both moved to the US as young adults and learned English as a second language. Anu was born and raised in Finland, speaks Finnish, and learned English in school. Patricia and Anu identify as White, Angela as Latina, and the three identify as non-disabled cisgender females. Currently, Angela and Patricia’s research revolve mostly around inclusive bilingual/bicultural education. Anu focuses her research on organizational studies and has extensive experience with change laboratory methodologies. We found our experiences helpful in interpreting this work, but also collaborated to monitor our understandings.

Data Sources

Angela collected existing ethnographic data (i.e., 83 minutes of video-taped interviews with five faculty members; documents from the State Department of Education, demographics about bilingual learners; and university program descriptions). On Day 1 and after participants' introductions, Angela and Patricia showed parts of the video as mirror material to stimulate conversations. Consequently, they also prepared and presented theoretical and practical tools to assist the participants in analyzing existing boundaries and engaging in boundary crossing. Data in the form of

Fig. 1. Hybrid analytical tool between the expansive learning cycle and boundary crossing mechanisms [adapted from 1; 3]
discussions and conversations from the first three CL sessions (two hours each) were videotaped and transcribed.

Data Analysis

To analyze the data, we first identified discourse markers (landmarks) manifesting boundary expressions and participants’ indirect ways of expressing boundaries [8]. We created a chart with these landmarks and analyzed connections to the larger activity system elements [6]. We coded the data with three identified forms of boundaries elicited from the boundary expressions: Bilingual teacher preparation, cross-disciplinary programmatic, and paradigmatic. We then connected these to three levels of boundary expressions [1]: Institutional, interpersonal, and intrapersonal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Department or Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert</td>
<td>Department of Communication Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elise</td>
<td>TESOL Graduate Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorna</td>
<td>TESOL Graduate Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet</td>
<td>Department of Elementary Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorena</td>
<td>Department of Special Education and Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel</td>
<td>Department of Special Education and Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie</td>
<td>Department of Special Education and Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruby</td>
<td>Department of Special Education and Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana</td>
<td>Interim Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berta</td>
<td>Department of Special Education and Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben</td>
<td>High School Teacher — Chair of English Learner Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan</td>
<td>Department of Special Education and Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilda</td>
<td>State Department of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marta</td>
<td>State Department of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela</td>
<td>Department of Special Education and Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia</td>
<td>Bilingual/Bicultural Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. University organization of departments/programs represented in the CL
We used the three codes of boundary expressions to categorize the excerpts that addressed these different boundaries and created “word clouds” (using Word Cloud free software) to pinpoint the main boundary topics.

We then used Engeström’s [5] expansive learning cycle epistemic actions, which were contextualized in Akkerman and Bakker’s [2] learning mechanisms as shown in fig. 1 to help in defining the boundary crossing epistemic actions. The researchers analyzed the entire data together following a “collaborative approach” [12, p. 398].

**Findings**

**Multi-leveled Boundary Crossing Efforts and Activity Elements**

While the term boundary was not used directly by the participants, they used several terms and sentences indicating landmarks of boundary expressions. The analysis of these landmarks suggests three main forms of boundaries that needed to be explored and crossed. First, there were landmarks indicating “bilingual teacher preparation boundaries”, which the participants discussed in relation to candidates’ possibilities - or lack thereof - to obtain teaching certifications for inclusive bilingual education, certification requirements, and other aspects connected to boundaries between institutions. Second, there were landmarks pointing to “cross-disciplinary programmatic boundaries”, through which the participants discussed the need to work across disciplinary organizational units within the institution. The last group of landmarks referred to “paradigmatic boundaries” in relation to bilingual and inclusive education in society, education, and the world.

**Landmarks of Inclusive Bilingual Teacher Preparation Boundary Expressions**

The term “cross” (or “crossing”) was used on six occasions by participants to point out boundaries in inclusive bilingual education: Five of the instances addressed bilingual teacher preparation boundaries, while one addressed cross-disciplinary programmatic boundaries. For example, Lorna used the term “cross-endorsed” three times in one turn on Day 1 to indicate how inclusive bilingual education certifications could be obtained (boundary expressions appear in cursive).

We now have the option of students at the elementary ed[ucation] level doing the special ed[ucation] and the elementary ed[ucation] dual program, and then coming back and doing the master’s then to get cross-endorsed in ESL and bilingual ed[ucation]. One would get cross-endorsed in bilingual elementary, but you would not get cross-endorsed in bilingual special ed[ucation] because it doesn’t exist in the state [Day 1, Lorna]

Here, Lorna furthered a boundary situated beyond the educational institution. In this case, the boundary is with the State Department of Education, who sets the rules for certification and decides what certifications can be “cross-endorsed”, or added to other certifications. In this way, these rules posed a boundary, which Lorna realized could not be crossed by the participants themselves (i.e., intrapersonal level) or by altering the rules within the universi-ty. Rather, it required faculty to work together (i.e., interpersonal level) to involve representatives from the state.

On Day 2, Berta questioned the issue of cross-endorsement that pointed to a boundary between the institution and the State Department of Education, and tried to explain it with these words,

[Why the special ed[ucation] person couldn’t get cross-endorsement or add a certification on the bilingual... presumably it must be because they don’t have a content area major...the bilingual certification requires content area knowledge as well [Day 2, Berta]

Berta explained the rules around what initial certifications can accept a cross-endorsement in bilingual education. The issue at the center was the need to have a major in a content area. Since teacher candidates in a program leading to teaching students with disabilities (discursively expressed as special education) did not include a major in a content area, there was no pathway for cross-endorsement with the bilingual extension. These rules created a tension for the participants because they put an obstacle in their efforts to prepare teachers to address the needs of bilingual children with and without disabilities simultaneously.

In addition, the term “limiting” was used once to express boundaries in relation to bilingual teacher preparation. This term was introduced on Day 3 by Gilda, one of the representatives from the State Department of Education.

[To be certified as a bilingual teacher you must demonstrate proficiency in whatever the underlying non-English language is. If I’m a bilingual teacher and I have students in my elementary school that speak [a number of languages...] and I’m only proficient in one language... So, there is a built-in issue already that adds to the political culmination of what’s happening in the field...Special ed[ucation] is no different. The problem is that right now the certification is a comprehensive special ed[ucation] certification... non-categorical. So...I could be hired to teach any special ed[ucation] population. If you start categorizing and breaking down certifications into various discrete areas of training you start limiting your pipeline [Gilda, Day 3]

This statement reflected how the representative analyzes the main specializations for teaching bilingual children with disabilities (i.e., bilingual and special education) as being “discrete” areas of training. She first raised the problem of having to be proficient in the language to teach bilingually (i.e., “to be certified as a bilingual teacher”), but later, she situated the issue in English as a second language, where children might be from different linguistic backgrounds. This contrasts with bilingual education where all children are learning the same two languages. While noticing the political layer embedded in the resistance toward bilingual education (i.e., “the political culmination of what’s happening in the field), Gilda connected what she felt was, “a built-in issue” with the special education certification, where teachers are prepared to address the needs of a wide range of children with disabilities, even though these can vary greatly. She described this certification as being non-categorical at this moment, which she perceived as comparable to the bilingual extension certification because of the different languages that could be needed.

This excerpt hence was related to the outcome of the larger activity (i.e., to prepare teachers for working with
bilingual children with and without disabilities). The representative also connected to the rules that govern bilingual education in the state. Aspects of certification can be interpreted as involving boundary crossing that goes beyond the educational institutional level to engage the State Department of Education, but it is also interspersed with the intrapersonal boundary crossing decisions prospective candidates would have to make.

**Landmarks of Cross-Disciplinary Programmatic Boundary Expressions**

One instance where “crossing” was used as an expression of cross-disciplinary programmatic boundaries took place on Day 2. Angela engaged in the following discussion about expansion of, what she referred to as “our local expertise”, that could expand the opportunities of teacher candidates. She raised the possibility of boundary crossing as follows,

**Angela:** Expansion of what we have, using what we have, our local expertise to expand the opportunities for teacher candidates

**Berta:** But also provide more in-depth learning for our teacher candidates

**Angela:** And even for us, it would be acquiring expertise crossing our areas, some of us would be learning about special education, some of us will be learning about bilingual education and TESOL, and others will be learning about disorders.

**Harriet:** All of us, we have this underlying social justice theme [at the university] ... To me that’s what binds us all together. It’s our commitment to the kids in the classroom, and each of us have seen [kids] who desperately need well-trained special education teachers who are also well trained in bilingual education... We come with our different agendas, we come with our different focuses, but... we do that dance... we’re walking down the same path together.

During this exchange, Angela used the term “crossing” to indicate the boundaries between the different areas, or fields of study. She highlighted how each field has a different “expertise” and how crossing areas of expertise would be needed to prepare teachers for the inclusive bilingual education classroom. She named the fields of bilingual education, TESOL, and language disorders, which were represented by the CL participants. The different fields have hence different artifacts and there is a need to share these mostly at the interpersonal level. As Angela highlighted the boundaries between fields, Harriet then reinforced the need to cross these boundaries. She expressed how all the participants shared an “underlying social justice” commitment, and that while they all had “different agendas” and “focuses”, they realize that working together and crossing those boundaries was needed to serve “the kids in the classroom”. In this way, Harriet acknowledged the agency of the participants in joining this boundary crossing CL, and the shared object that brought them together. Harriet used the metaphors “we do that dance” and “we’re walking down the same path together”, both of which express the shared object and commitment to cross boundaries for the sake of education (“that’s why we are working together”).

The term “barrier/s” was also used to directly refer to cross-disciplinary programmatic boundaries. In one instance when the term was used (Day 2), Patricia asked participants, while showing the activity system triangular model, about the rules that had come up and these were some responses,

**Angela:** The university, you know, restrictions with credits and do you want the undergraduate program or the master’s program...?

**Lorena:** The cost of the students and the requirements

**Patricia:** And Robert yesterday mentioned also his lack of faith in this process just because of the difficulty working with interdisciplinary departments

**Robert:** The institutional barriers

This exchange started out discussing teacher certification boundaries. It then shifted onto cross-disciplinary programmatic boundaries as Robert, a professor of communication disorders, used the word “barriers” in plural to summarize aspects of the organization within the institution as establishing a boundary between what could be allowed, or not, in relation to engaging in interdisciplinary work across departments. This aspect, connected to the activity’s rules, highlighted how the boundary could not be easily addressed out of intrapersonal (i.e., personal choice and perceived opportunities), or even interpersonal efforts (i.e., sharing of artifacts across programs) but rather it was an institutional level boundary (i.e., university cost and requirements) to their efforts.

**Landmarks of Paradigmatic Boundary Expressions**

The term “barrier” was also used to express a paradigmatic boundary on Day 3, when Leslie, a professor of special education, explained,

So, bilingualism is highly valued and I think here we’ve got this kind of politics where people are really schizophrenic about the whole dual language issue, and that’s a real barrier [Day 3, Leslie]

With these words, Leslie pointed out how the sociopolitical context in the U.S. in relation to bilingual education placed what she described as “a real barrier” to expanding possibilities for inclusive bilingual education teacher preparation. We interpreted this as an expression of a paradigmatic boundary at the sociopolitical level. This barrier engages aspects of rules that limit high quality bilingual education program growth, and the object or motif of the participants for being in the activity. Boundary expressions manifested paradigmatic boundaries in relation to differences between approaches within areas such as TESOL and bilingual education. For instance,

**Patricia:** And another discussion is the difference between TESOL and bilingual because they are [...] situated as two separate fields

**Elise:** [T]hey are kind of separate here... Unless you are bilingual and you have training in a subject area, in math for example, you can’t get certified in bilingual

**Patricia:** So, you made a very good point. In order to... have a bilingual certification, one of the requirements that all the programs have is to fluently speak the
other language, because you have to be ready to teach content in both languages.

Here Patricia and Elise discussed differences between the fields of TESOL and bilingual education (i.e., the need to be fluently bilingual).

In a separate expression of boundaries, the need to cross between teacher preparation programs and actual practice in the classroom was highlighted. For example, one of the state representatives explained,

So, we’ve got to address that, we’ve got to seek input from the field and I think once you do, you are going to hear very clearly that they want training that really addresses what they are facing in the classroom.

The debate at the reform level in education right now is if it does not add value to teacher’s skills, more importantly, it doesn’t add value to their content knowledge and content pedagogy because there is no research-based connection…In the classroom, I actually want to say…communication disorders are missing from there and it really needs to be an integrated part of these programs [Day 3, Gilda]

This excerpt raised the issue of the lack of communication (i.e., boundary) between practice and theory and the need for university teaching to be highly practical. In a sense, this was a call for sharing artifacts across institutional spaces (i.e., institutional level). Furthermore, Gilda highlighted that there was a need for programs such as “communication disorders” to also be “an integrated part” of the different teacher preparation programs. This is important but fields connected to disabilities, such as communication disorders, have historically kept separate from bilingual education.

Epistemic

**Learning Actions for Boundary Crossing**

This section addresses the second research question: What kinds of epistemic learning actions for productive boundary crossing emerge in this context? This part is based on the hybrid analytical approach illustrated in fig. 1. Given its importance, the epistemic actions and boundary crossing mechanisms hybrid is used to explain the learning during boundary crossing efforts in reference to the first type of boundaries that surfaced discursively (bilingual teacher preparation).

**Learning in Relation to Bilingual Teacher Preparation Boundaries**

The word-based analysis revealed that the most frequent terms of all excerpts coded as addressing bilingual teacher preparation boundaries manifested areas of participants’ interests that prompted expansive learning. The word frequency visualization is shown in fig. 3.

The visualization exposed five terms that appeared more than 20 times in these excerpts: “Special education” (35 times), “State” (30 times), “teachers” (30 times), “certification” (28 times), and “students” (21 times). Hence, the themes that manifested through this visualization focused on certification requirements at the State level while aiming to attend to teachers’ and students’ needs.

There were two main epistemic actions from fig. 1 that referred to teacher preparation during the CL. These were **analyzing**, which involves identification and (re)defining of intersecting practices, and **modeling**, which involves coordination (seeking means and procedures for diverse practices to cooperate efficiently in distributed work) or reflection (engaging in perspective making and taking).

The analysis showed how the progressively deeper exploration of aspects of the boundary redirected the shared object from aiming for a new program possibly leading to multiple teaching certifications, to a practical approach where the intended outcome was teacher candidates’ learning about, and serving, bilingual children. The learning trajectory that took place during the meetings in the context of teacher preparation boundary crossing manifested through the participants’ actions. Several volitional actions, which are illustrated next, aimed at modeling a solution to the issue through coordination and reflection.

On Day 1, participants primarily engaged in analyzing the programs they had where teacher candidates could cross boundaries. The participants learned from others that they already had an undergraduate program that allowed them to obtain a degree, along with elementary special education certifications (i.e., the “collaborative” program). However, adding the bilingual certification to that program was situated as a complex issue (i.e., undergraduate programs might not have enough time to take all the courses).

Angela then entered the conversation explaining what one of the State representatives had said during an initial conversation with her. As she spoke, the analysis and beginning of modeling took place as a form of an epistemic action on the part of the professor from the reading program.

Angela: I talked to Gilda on the phone...and her main concern is the literacy part, it’s reading. She said [that] at the undergraduate level, [it was] impossible for a teacher candidate…to have the three certifications, the special ed[ucation], the elementary ed[ucation] and the...

Fig. 3. Teacher preparation boundaries word frequency visualization
bilingual education. In her opinion... students don’t have enough time and credits.

Rachel: And graduate with the bachelor’s, you know? If we could make the program such [...] that they graduate with both the bachelor’s and the master’s, I... think that would be better because they would be taking so many courses.

In this excerpt, Rachel enacted the epistemic action of “modeling” in response to the State representative’s concerns expressed to Angela prior to the CL, by presenting a possible way to address the issue of the many courses the candidates would need to graduate with three certifications (analysis-identification): A joined collaboration for a bachelor’s and master’s degree program.

On Day 2, similar boundary-related aspects around certification were brought back. The participants took additional volitional actions pointing to the need to cross the boundary between the university, the schools, and the Department of Education to find out if there was a need for bilingual teachers with expertise on teaching students with disabilities.

Ruby: [A]re administrators [in schools] looking for this?

Elise: That’s the question, exactly. Do we want to have teachers who are separately certified in bilingual and special education, or do we want to have a merged certification program? And, if we want to have a merged certification program, then it totally makes sense to have this interdisciplinary program.

Here, Ruby and Elise used “identification” as they suggested the need to cross and (re)define the boundary separating university and school personnel. The epistemic action of identification helped the participants think about what could be more beneficial: A merged certification program at the undergraduate or graduate levels, or both. This was an important shift that changed the direction of the activity. Initially, the group was focused on enacting cross-field boundary crossing merely within the teacher preparation boundaries, can be recognized as a form of learning where multiple perspectives and new ideas were developed.

As the conversation continued, more ideas were generated. For instance, Ruby, the Chair of the Special Education and Reading Department, indicated that maybe a graduate program (master’s degree) made most sense.

I’m just seeing it at the master’s level because, just like kids needing the foundation, a learner bridge, teachers need to have a foundation in teaching, and I think they get that in their pre-service programs, that’s why I think this is a higher level [Ruby, Day 2].

With these words, Ruby situated learning to teach as a process that takes years and that it might even require longer than the duration of an undergraduate program.

Furthermore, Robert, from the Communication Disorders Department, also, in a modeling effort, explained that instead of creating a program leading to a teaching certification, they could create a program that grants a “certificate”. A certificate-granting program focuses on providing pedagogical knowledge but is less regulated by the Department of Education.

At this point, Ruth during Day 2, went back to the idea of a master’s degree and raised the possibility to obtain funds through a grant, “[for] the master’s type of program... there might be grant money available”. With this proposal, she engaged as part of the collective work in constructing a possible model of the new idea, which had been entertained earlier in the CL, but adding the need to obtain grant support. This contribution added a level of analysis (epistemic action) and through reflection (epistemic action of identification), participants tried to convince others about how efficient a certificate program could be to work with people in school districts (crossing boundaries).

While participants generated multiple programmatic ideas on Day 2, the group kept going back to the need to really find out from schools and administrators about what they needed. Ideas to do this included Ruby’s suggestion to “get some data from the State”, and Robert’s idea to “send out a survey” to school administrators. Both agreed on the survey being “what we need to pitch it to the next level” [Ruth, Day 2]. These different actions pointed to efforts to cooperate within and outside the university effectively, rather than just creating a program which might not meet the needs in schools.

While the faculty generated several options to cross boundaries, the issue of rules continued to be present. Since the State collected data on schools and set the rules for certification, the representatives were perceived as an important partner with whom they needed to cross boundaries. The faculty questioned having to follow their rules.

Ruby: [W]e can't sit back and keep waiting for the state to decide what they are going to make in terms of certification rules. We are supposed to be the thinkers!

Harriet: I would like to present to the state that there’s a body of people down here doing really excellent work... Yes, we want your input, but we also have things to tell you that we do well.

With these words, the participants expressed the need to take action to change things to accomplish their object (i.e., better preparing teacher candidates for inclusive bilingual education). The statement “we want your input, but we also have things to tell you that we do well”, showed their identification of a boundary along with the need to cross it and work together.

The ideas generated on Day 2 were reanalyzed as the state representatives joined the group on Day 3. Boundaries were reestablished, but also renegotiated as they together explored possibilities. The efforts described within the teacher preparation boundaries, can be recognized as a form of learning where multiple perspectives and new ideas were developed.

Discussion and Implications

The data showed that three main boundaries were discussed during the initial three sessions of this CL in inclusive bilingual education (i.e., bilingual teacher preparation, cross-disciplinary programmatic aspects, and paradigmatic related boundaries). The three boundaries surfaced while discussing the rules and artifacts of the shared activity of the participants.

In terms of the levels, while boundary crossing at the intrapersonal level, and at the interpersonal level were important, the need to engage multiple institutions (i.e., schools and university) was centered. In addition, the discussion manifested that there was a need to go beyond the
institutional level to reach to policy makers and address the sociopolitical resistance against bilingual education. The second research question investigated the kinds of epistemic learning actions for boundary crossing that emerged. In the context of bilingual teacher preparation boundaries, the participants engaged primarily in analyzing their existing comprehensive programs. However, they also embraced modeling new options. Through volitional actions, the participants realized that their object was to engage in inter-disciplinary work, but they could not do that unless they created a “merged” program. Research supports this need to create merged programs where courses and clinical experiences in classrooms focus on the intersection of bilingualism and disabilities, rather than providing candidates with separate experiences [11].

These findings have implications for the preparation of teachers for inclusive bilingual education as these boundaries will be present in similar efforts at the university levels in states across the U.S. The boundary locations point to the importance of attending to the sharing of artifacts across fields, the importance to attend to how rules can limit university creative actions, and the need to attend to boundaries at the policy and sociopolitical levels.

In terms of epistemic learning actions, the study’s findings show how there was important progress as participants considered options that required the least amount of time and no additional cost (i.e., sharing existing expertise within the university). This study’s findings suggests that well planned collaborative experiences can assist in mediating learning and transformation.
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Программы подготовки учителей готовят специалистов либо для билингвального образования (английский как второй язык), либо для специального образования — это два отдельных направления педагогической специализации. Соответственно, когда возникает необходимость обучать билингвальных детей с ОВЗ, это становится трудной задачей для учителя. В настоящее время существует объективная потребность в преодолении этих границ специализации, в объединении областей педагогической экспертизы и в такой подготовке учителей, которая позволяла бы им учитывать уникальность каждого ребенка. В ответ на такой запрос группа исследователей организовала лабораторию изменений (change laboratory) совместно с 14 профессорами и 2 консультантами из Государственного департамента образования. В ходе работы лаборатории изучалась выраженность границ и характер их взаимосвязи с деятельностью в более широком плане. Также в фокусе внимания был процесс обучения, сопутствующий усилием по преодолению границ. Границы были выделены вокруг областей, связанных с подготовкой учителей для билингвального преподавания, а также с кросс-дисциплинарными программами и парадигматическими аспектами. Несмотря на важность преодоления границ на внутриличностном и межличностном уровнях, была признана необходимость вовлечения в этот процесс различных организаций и институтов. В ходе дискуссии участниками также было явно сформулировано, что подготовка учителей для инклюзивного билингвального образования станет возможна только в том случае, если удастся выйти за рамки институционального взаимодействия и наладить контакт с теми, кто определяет общественную повестку, чтобы переломить существующее социополитическое сопротивление в отношении билингвального обучения. На протяжении всей работы лаборатории участникам удалось осознать важность преодоления границ между специализациями из смежных областей.
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